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Abstract— We propose a communication protocol, called the
virtual circuit deflection (VCD) protocol, which combines some
of the individual characteristics of virtual circuit switching and
deflection routing. An advantage of the VCD protocol over
previous (datagram) deflection schemes is that deflections in
the former occur on a per session basis (or a per subsession
basis, if sessions need to be split to find adequate capacity on
the outgoing links), while in the latter, they occur on a per
packet basis. This makes packet resequencing at the destination
considerably easier to accomplish in the VCD protocol than in
datagram deflection schemes. The VCD protocol exploits the
storage arising from the high bandwidth-delay product of optical
fibers to provide lossless communication with little buffering
at the switches and without the need for advance reservations.
This makes it particularly suitable for networks that use optical
switching, where buffers are expensive to implement with current
optical technology. We present a simple implementation of the
VCD protocol for such networks, which requires only limited
buffering, accomplished through the use of a minimal number
of optical delay lines. We also analyze the performance of the
protocol for the Manhattan Street network topology by using
new analytical models. In particular, we examine the effect of
the traffic load and the network size on the throughput and the
length of the paths followed by the sessions, and compare the
analytical results obtained with corresponding simulation results.
Our results indicate that the VCD protocol is efficient under
both light and heavy traffic conditions, especially when the link
capacities are large compared to the basic rate of individual
sessions, as is expected to be the case in future multigigabit
networks.
Index Terms— Deflection routing, Manhattan Street network,
multigigabit networks, optical switching, performance analysis,
tell-and-go protocol, virtual circuit switching.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

RANSMISSION rates of the order of 100 Gb/s or higher
are currently feasible through the use of optical fiber
technology and high-speed electronics. Having a communication link of that bit rate, however, does not necessarily
result in a communication network of the same effective
capacity. The development of efficient network control protocols, the quality of service they provide, and the buffering
and processing requirements they impose on the switches
are keys to the broad success of multigigabit networks. The
main objectives in designing connection and flow-control
protocols for multigigabit networks are to ensure lossless
transmission, efficient utilization of the capacity, minimum
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pretransmission delay, small buffer requirements, and packet
arrival in the correct order. These objectives, however, often
appear to contradict each other. For example, when no advance
reservations are made (so that pretransmission delay is minimized), deflection routing seems to be the only way to provide
lossless communication without using substantial buffering
and without underutilizing the network capacity; deflection
schemes proposed to date, however, do not preserve the order
of packets and are inconsistent with virtual circuit switching.
The virtual circuit deflection (VCD) protocol that we propose
and analyze in this paper attempts to simultaneously meet these
objectives, with small hardware complexity.
The VCD protocol is a virtual circuit switching protocol
of the tell-and-go variety, where data starts being transmitted
shortly after the set-up packet of the session is sent. A preferred
path is selected based on (possibly outdated) topology and
link-utilization information available at the source at the
time, and a set-up packet is sent on that path to establish a
connection. The set-up packet is followed after a short delay,
much shorter than the end-to-end round-trip delay required
by wait-for-reservation types of protocols (e.g., [1], [2]) by
the data packets, in this way avoiding the pretransmission
delay associated with end-to-end reservations. If the capacity
available at a preferred intermediate link is insufficient to
accommodate the session, the set-up packet and the data
packets that follow it may have to be routed over a different,
longer path; we then say that the session is deflected. As
we will see later, when the total outgoing capacity is equal
to the total incoming capacity of a node, adequate capacity
can always be made available on the outgoing links of an
intermediate node to accommodate a new incoming session.
This, however, may happen at the expense of interrupting
(preempting) existing sessions that originate at that node,
and/or splitting the new session into smaller subsessions, each
of which follows a different path. The deflection or splitting of
sessions at intermediate nodes is infrequent, and can happen
only when the topology or link utilization information at the
source is outdated and the network is congested.
An important advantage of the proposed VCD protocol over
datagram deflection schemes (such as slotted [3] and unslotted
[4] packet deflection schemes, and loop deflection schemes [5])
is that it significantly reduces the need for packet resequencing
at the destination. This is because deflections in the former
occur on a per session basis (or a per subsession basis, if
session splitting is required to find adequate capacity on the
outgoing links; see Section II), while in the latter, they occur
on a per packet basis. Consequently, message reassembly
at the destination, which is one of the main problems of
deflection schemes [3], is easier with the VCD protocol. When
a session is split, blocks of data have to be resequenced,
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instead of individual packets. This is important for multigigabit
networks, where a session may involve the transfer of millions
of packets. Moreover, in the VCD protocol, data packets are
routed through a switch based on the virtual circuit identifier
(or the virtual path identifier) they carry and the routing tables
established by the set-up packet, maintaining in this way one of
the main advantages of virtual circuit switching. By contrast,
in the deflection protocols proposed to date, routing decisions
are made individually for each data packet, each of which has
to carry the destination address, making the switch processor a
potential bottleneck of the design. A potential disadvantage of
the VCD protocol (as well as other deflection schemes [3], [6])
is the fairness problem, which we discuss in Section III-A.
Traffic in high-speed networks can be switched either optically or electronically. Even though optical switching has
advantages for circuit switching, it is generally considered
incompatible with packet switching. This is because efficient
packet switching requires substantial packet storage, which
is difficult to provide with current optical technology (optical storage, using optical fiber loops with optical amplifiers
and optical switches, is bulky and expensive compared to
electronic storage). The VCD protocol provides lossless communication for data streams that are nearly uniform with small
buffer space at the intermediate nodes. In Section IV, we
present a particular implementation of the VCD protocol for
networks using (almost all) optical switching, which employs
a small number of optical delay lines to perform the buffering
function. For other works that discuss optical implementations
of deflection schemes we refer the reader to [4], [7]–[10].
Even though the effective utilization of idle links is an
advantage, the increase of the number of links used per
session as a result of deflections is a disadvantage of the
VCD protocol. Thus, it becomes important to investigate the
effects of the VCD protocol from both viewpoints. We analyze
the performance of the VCD protocol for the Manhattan
Street (MS) network topology under the assumption that all
sessions have equal rates, and their source and destination
nodes are uniformly distributed over all nodes of the network.
We obtain results on the throughput, the average number of
deflections, and other performance parameters of interest as
a function of the traffic load, the network size, and the link
capacities. Our analytical results are in close agreement with
corresponding simulation results. Deflection routing protocols
have previously been analyzed by several researchers, under
a variety of assumptions on the underlying network topology [3], [5], [11]–[18]. Our model, analysis, and results are
considerably different than those presented in previous works,
where only packet-by-packet (datagram) deflections, instead
of session (virtual circuit) deflections, were considered. As
a result, session durations and rates played no role in these
works, and packet arrivals at a node and their destinations
could be assumed to be independent. This is very different
from our model, where we focus on sessions (virtual circuits)
rather than packets (datagrams), and the previous assumptions
are no longer valid. The VCD protocol cannot be considered
as a special case of the unslotted deflection scheme with cutthrough routing proposed in [4], because in the VCD protocol,
multiple sessions can share the same link, and a node does
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not have to store the packets of a whole session (as may
be the case with the natural extension of unslotted schemes,
where a packet of variable length is taken to the limit where
it represents a whole session). Our analysis does not assume
nodes to have any global information about the utilization of
the network links, other than for their own outgoing links.
Since, in practice, such information will be available and a
source will make an effort to select a path of sufficient unused
capacity to route a new session, the performance of the VCD
protocol in a real network is expected to be better than that
predicted by our analysis.
The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows.
In Section II, we introduce the VCD protocol and describe how
it can be combined with appropriate queueing disciplines to
provide lossless communication. In Section III, we compare
the VCD protocol with wait-for-reservation and tell-and-go
type of protocols for gigabit networks, and discuss issues
related to fairness. In Section IV, we describe an implementation of the protocol for networks using optical switching. In
Section V, we evaluate the performance of the VCD protocol
for the MS network topology. In Section VI, we present and
discuss the analytical and simulation results obtained. Finally,
in Section VII, we conclude the paper.
II. THE VCD PROTOCOL
The objectives that we set for the new protocol are:
1) lossless communication;
2) little buffer requirements;
3) small pretransmission delay;
4) efficient utilization of the capacity;
5) virtual circuit switching;
6) simple or no resequencing at the destination.
In this section, we describe the VCD protocol and show how
it can be combined with other techniques to meet its objectives.
Call requests (sessions) are assumed to arrive at a source
with a specified destination, and bandwidth requirement. A
path with adequate residual capacity is then computed at
the source based on (possibly outdated) topology and link
utilization information that may available at the source at
that time (the performance analysis to be given in Sections V
and VI, however, assumes that a node has information only
about its outgoing links). After determining a route through
the network, a set-up packet is transmitted over the path to set
the routing tables and reserve capacity at intermediate nodes,
followed after a short delay by the data packets. If the set-up
packet is successful in reserving capacity on all of the links
on the path to the destination, the VCD protocol looks like
the usual reservation protocols, with the difference that the
reservation (set-up) phase and the transmission phase overlap
in time (see also the discussion in Section III and Fig. 3,
therein). If the residual capacity on a link is not sufficient
to accommodate the new session, the session may have to be
deflected and/or split into smaller subsessions, as described
below.
We focus on a particular intermediate (i.e., nonsource,
nondestination) node, where a set-up packet arrives requesting
and
to be the total capacity occupied
rate . We let
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. (a) We illustrate the capacity occupied by existing sessions on the
incoming and outgoing links of a node when the set-up packet of a new session
arrives. The total (over all links) outgoing capacity is assumed to be equal
to the total incoming capacity of the node. If the available outgoing capacity
at a node is not sufficient to serve a new transit session of rate r; it may be
necessary to preempt a session originating at that node in order to free some
capacity. Such sessions resume transmission when the session that interrupted
them ends. (b) The available outgoing capacity and/or the capacity that may
become available through the preemption of existing sessions originating at
the node may not all belong to the same outgoing link. In that case, the new
incoming session may have to be split into two or more subsessions of total
rate r that are routed over different outgoing links.

by transit, terminating, and initiating sessions in progress at
that node, respectively, when the set-up packet arrives. We
and
[Fig. 1(a)] be the total unused capacity
also let
on the outgoing and incoming links of the node, respectively.
Note that when the set-up packet arrives at the node, it has
already reserved capacity equal to on the link on which it
arrives. Since the total incoming capacity is equal to the total
outgoing capacity of a node, we have

which implies
(1)
Therefore, a set-up packet that arrives at an intermediate node
requesting rate can always find capacity equal to to reserve
on the outgoing links of the node. This may, however, require
the interruption (preemption) of one or more of the existing
sessions that initiate at that node (by releasing the capacity of
becomes
such sessions, total outgoing capacity up to
available, which by (1) is sufficient to accommodate the new
session). When a session is preempted, network resources at
the source and along the path are released to accommodate
the new session. It is possible that the outgoing capacity
that is available, or that may become available through the
preemption of existing sessions originating at a node, may not
all belong to the same outgoing link of the node. In that case,
the session may have to be split into two or more subsessions
of smaller rates (Figs. 1(b) and 2), each of which is routed over
a different path to the destination. Sessions that are interrupted
may resume transmission when the session that preempted
them ends (either because it is completed, or because a
control packet is sent to its source requesting it to pause).

Fig. 2. We illustrate the situation where a session has to be split into two
different subsessions, because the capacity available on a single link is not
sufficient to accommodate it. In this example, both subsessions are deflected
because no capacity was available on the preferred link. The case where
one subsession is routed over the preferred link, while the other(s) is (are)
deflected, is also possible.

When a session is split into a total of, e.g., subsessions,
packets belonging to different subsessions may arrive at the
destination out of order; packets, however, belonging to the
same subsession will always arrive in the correct order.
Resequencing blocks of packets (each of which is ordered) at
the destination is much easier to accomplish than resequencing
individual packets. This is one of the main advantages of the
VCD protocol over other deflection protocols, where packets
are deflected independently of each other, and the order of
the packets in a session may be completely destroyed. Data
packets in the VCD protocol are routed based on their virtual
circuit identifier (VCI), using the lookup tables established by
the set-up packet.
It is possible for sessions to be deflected such that the paths
contain loops. This may arise after a series of deflections, or
if a set-up packet is deflected immediately to the previously
visited node. In either case, the bandwidth reserved in the loop
is inefficiently used and it is desirable to remove the loop.
However, unless the set-up packet visits the intermediate node
for the second time prior to the arrival of the first data packet,
it is unclear whether the added protocol complexity associated
with removing the loop outways the efficiency benefits.
Allowing sessions to follow very long paths can waste network resources, increasing the probability that future sessions
will be blocked or forced to take even longer paths. To avoid
the waste that occurs when a session follows a very long path
due to deflections, we may request that a session is dropped
when the set-up packet has traveled more than hops without
reaching its destination. The parameter can be chosen to be
equal to a multiple (e.g., two or three times) of the shortest
distance between the source and the destination of the session,
and it may also be dependent on the current congestion in the
network. A session that has undergone too many deflections is
dropped by transmitting a control packet to the source, requesting it to cease transmitting new packets. Data packets sent prior
to the arrival of the control packet at the source can either be
dropped or allowed to remain in the network until they reach
their destination (possibly over a very long path), while the
remaining data is sent by the source later, over a different path.
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It is possible, in the VCD protocol, for a session to preempt
itself. This situation may arise when a set-up packet arrives,
after undergoing several deflections, back at its source, and has
no other way to obtain the required outgoing capacity. When
a session preempts itself, its source stops transmitting new
packets, while data packets that have been sent in the meantime
circulate in a loop. When this happens, the source may decide
to drop these packets immediately, or it may let them circulate
hops, in the
until the set-up packet has traveled a total of
hope that a way out of the loop will be found (e.g., some
capacity leading out of the loop may become available). Our
simulations indicate that self preemptions happen infrequently.
The time gap between the transmission of the set-up packet
and the transmission of the first data packet from a source is
chosen to be equal to the maximum number of hops allowed
for the particular session times the processing time of a set-up
packet at a node. In other words, the gap must be at least as
large as the minimum time by which the connection set-up
phase and the data transmission phase should be separated to
ensure that data packets do not overpass the set-up packet.
For networks using optical switching, this delay should be
large enough to permit the electronic processing of the set-up
packet, without it being overpassed by the data packets, which
will mostly remain in the optical domain (except for their VCI,
which will probably have to be processed electronically).
The VCD protocol is designed to provide lossless communication for sessions that have constant rate, or sessions that
have certain smoothness properties (to be discussed shortly),
or sessions that have variable rate but can tolerate the delay
induced when transforming them into smooth sessions through
the use of input flow control. Constant-rate sessions can
clearly be switched with little buffer space at the nodes.
If more burstiness is allowed then additional buffer space,
which depends on the degree of burstiness, is required to
provide lossless communication. Following the discussion in
[28], we view the time axis on a link as being divided into
slots, where a slot is equal
frames of length equal to
to the transmission time of a packet. A session is said to
-smoothness property at a node if at most
have the
packets
of the session arrive at that
node during a frame. By using a leaky bucket scheme [29]
to shape traffic at the source, and the stop-and-go queueing
discipline [28] to forward traffic at intermediate nodes, a
-smoothness property
session can be made to have the
throughout the network. Stop-and-go queueing requires buffer
packets per link, is consistent with the
space for at most
FIFO queueing discipline, and can be implemented with little
processing overhead by artificially delaying the packets at a
switch. Therefore, if the VCD protocol is combined with stoppackets per link
and-go queueing, and buffer space equal to
is available at the nodes, lossless communication is guaranteed
-smoothness property. The
for all sessions that have the
is, the more bursty the session is allowed to be,
larger
and the larger the required buffer space is. A disadvantage
of stop-and-go queueing is that link capacity can be allocated
to a session only at discrete levels that are multiples of
where
is the link capacity. This reduces the flexibility in
assigning rates to sessions, but it also poses an upper bound
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) In WRVC protocols, a set-up packet is sent to the destination to
reserve the required capacity and set the routing tables at the intermediate
nodes. During the set-up phase, the capacity that is (explicitly) reserved for a
session remains idle and cannot be used by other sessions. This is inefficient
because this capacity is actually needed at least one round-trip delay after
the arrival of the set-up packet at the node. In a typical WRVC protocol, the
capacity is blocked for X
tp ; where X is the duration of the session and
tp is the end-to-end propagation delay. (b) In the ERVC protocol, capacity is
blocked for other sessions only for the holding time X . However, the ERVC
protocol still requires a round-trip propagation delay for the set-up phase. (c)
In tell-and-go protocols, such as the VCD protocol, capacity is occupied for
time X; plus the time offset between the transmission of the set-up packet
and the first data packet of the session. The VCD protocol does not require
an end-to-end round-trip delay for connection set-up, minimizing in this way
the pretransmission delay and increasing the network capacity utilization.

+2

on the number of subsessions in which a session may be split,
and, therefore, on the maximum number of packet blocks that
may have to be resequenced at the destination. In particular,
hops and the
if the maximum length of a path is equal to
then a session of rate
may
node degree is equal to
subsessions, in the worst
be split into at most
will never
case. For example, a session of minimal rate
have to be split.
III. COMPARISON WITH OTHER LOSSLESS PROTOCOLS
FOR GIGABIT NETWORKS
A sizable portion of the traffic in future gigabit networks
will involve the high-speed transfer of massive amounts of
data at nearly constant rates, and will require guaranteed
lossless delivery and explicit reservation of bandwidth (e.g.,
the constant-bit rate class of asynchronous tranfer mode (ATM)
traffic). Most of the connection control protocols designed to
deal with this type of traffic use explicit reservations of link
capacity prior to the transmission of any data. Since a source
has to wait for an acknowledgment from the destination in
such protocols before it can transmit any data packets, we
refer to them as Wait-for-Reservation Virtual Circuit (WRVC)
protocols. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), WRVC protocols tend
to be inefficient in terms of link utilization, since capacity is
reserved for more time than a session requires. Furthermore,
the pretransmission delay required for the set-up phase is often
significant compared to the delay requirements of the session,
and unwarranted if the network load is light. Even with a
fast reservation protocol [1], the set-up phase requires at least
time equal to a round-trip end-to-end propagation delay to
complete. For gigabit networks this delay is substantial (of the
order of 40 ms for coast-to-coast communication) compared
to the transmission time of a packet (of the order of 10 ns for
ATM cells and 40-Gb/s links) and the holding time of a session
(10 ms for one million packets and 40-Gb/s links). A protocol
designed to overcome the inefficiency problem of WRVC
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protocols is the Efficient Reservation Virtual Circuit (ERVC)
protocol, proposed in [19], which uses information about the
session holding times and permits advanced reservations in
order to fully exploit the available bandwidth. Capacity is
reserved for a session starting from the time at which it
is needed, and for a duration equal to the holding time of
the session. However, the ERVC protocol also requires a
pretransmission delay equal to at least an end-to-end round-trip
propagation delay.
For sessions in which the round-trip pretransmission delay
is not acceptable, tell-and-go protocols are more appropriate.
In such protocols, the set-up packet is followed after a short
delay by the data packets, achieving in this way a pipelining
between the set-up phase and the data transmission phase, and
reducing the pretransmission delay to the minimum possible.
If the unused capacity found by the set-up packet at an
intermediate node is not adequate to accommodate the session,
the excess data packets are usually buffered at the node, and
backpressure [20] is exercised to upstream nodes to control the
source transmission rate. For transmission rates of the order
of 100 Gb/s and 100-km-long links, the buffer space required
by node-to-node backpressure protocols is of the order of
100 Mb/link. At such speeds, buffers of adequate size are
difficult to build, and their design is not flexible enough to
accommodate the requirements of backpressure protocols (e.g.,
they have to be first in first out (FIFO) buffers shared by many
sessions, which does not permit the use of per session queueing
as required by most backpressure protocols; see [21] and [22]
for some difficulties that arise with such buffer designs).
The VCD protocol avoids the difficulties associated with
wait-for-reservation and backpressure-based protocols, and
can ensure lossless communication with little buffering and
a small pretransmission delay. Since link capacity is reserved for duration slightly larger than the holding time of
a session, and is available for the remaining time, it has
an efficiency advantage over WRVC protocols [Fig. 3(c)].
This is particularly important for high-speed networks where
propagation times are often large compared to the typical
holding time of sessions. Also, the small buffer requirements
of the VCD protocol make it more suitable than backpressurebased protocols for very high-speed networks, and all-optical
networks in particular. In the VCD protocol, if the set-up
packet is successful in finding adequate capacity on the first
link on its path, it will be able to establish an end-to-end
connection (unless it preempts itself). This provides quick
feedback information to the source on the success or failure
of a connection, avoiding the wasteful repetition of the set-up
phase and the blocking of resources that arise when a set-up
packet successfully reserves part of its route and releases it
later due to the unavailability of capacity at subsequent nodes.

A. Fairness Issues
A potential disadvantage of the VCD protocol (and deflection schemes in general [3]) is that it can cause the network to
operate unfairly, especially under heavy load conditions. This
is because continuing sessions have priority over originating
sessions. An upstream node that has plenty of available
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Fig. 4. Assume, for simplicity, that all link capacities and session rates are
equal to one unit. Node A has two connections to node D; and node D has
two connections to node A; taking all the capacity and preventing nodes B
and C from accessing the network. If the connection from node A via node
B to node D is terminated, then node B will be able to establish a connection
to node D; but it will again be preempted and blocked out if node A resumes
transmitting to node D .

outgoing capacity can take all the capacity that it requires,
while the node that follows takes what is left over. Moreover,
sessions originating at downstream nodes may have to be
preempted by sessions originating at upstream nodes. Fig. 4
illustrates a situation where a source is locked out with the
VCD protocol.
If sessions select their preferred paths based on link utilization information available at their source at the time, they
will avoid using heavily loaded paths where preemptions or
deflections are likely to occur. This is only a partial solution,
however, since the information available at a node about
distant links may be outdated, especially when the roundtrip delays in the network are comparable to the session
holding times. To reduce the fairness problem, sources that are
preempted may send a throttle packet to the source of the session that preempted them, requesting it to cease transmission.
Finally, nodes that have enough available outgoing capacity
may help other nodes that are not treated fairly get access to the
network by establishing (upon request) “dummy connections”
to such nodes. The destination of a dummy connection will
then be able to originate a connection with rate at least equal
to the rate of the dummy connection (a node is locked out
only when all of its capacity is taken by transit traffic, and can
always originate a session with rate equal to the total rate of
the sessions that terminate at that node; see Fig. 1). This idea
is similar to the notion of “token packets” used in datagram
deflection networks to alleviate the fairness problem [6].
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VCD PROTOCOL
FOR ALL-OPTICAL NETWORKS USING
OPTICAL DELAY LINES
Networks using optical switching offer the potential of
larger transmission speeds than networks using electronic
switching by eliminating the need for optical to electronic
to optical (O/E/O) conversion of the transmitted data signal
at intermediate switches, the so-called electronic bottleneck.
(For packet switching, O/E/O conversion may still have to
be done for the header, though, creating another potential
bottleneck; see [7], [9], [10], [14], [23], and [24] for possible
solutions.) The difficulty in implementing buffers of large size
with current optical technology has led many researchers to
argue that circuit switching is more appropriate than packet
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Fig. 5. We illustrate the incoming and outgoing frames at a node. Packets
not intended for outgoing link l0 are not shown. Packets intended for link l0 are
assigned to outgoing slots according to the packing rule described in the text.

switching [25] for networks using optical switching. Since
the VCD protocol requires little buffering at the switches, it
is natural to examine its suitability for all-optical networks.
In this section, we give an implementation of the VCD
protocol for networks using optical switching, where the
buffering function is performed through the use of a small
number of optical delay lines. Our design uses some of the
ideas developed by Lin and Gallager [26], but its hardware
complexity is about half of that in [26]. (This reduction in
complexity comes from the flexibility permitted by the VCD
protocol in assigning outgoing slots to packets, and the use of a
special assignment rule). The simplicity of the implementation
suggests that the VCD protocol is an interesting alternative to
circuit switching, at least for applications where the end-to-end
round-trip delay is large compared to the delay requirements
and the holding times of the sessions.
In our design, the time axis on the incoming and outgoing
links of a node is divided into frames, each of which has
duration equal to packet slots. All sessions using a link are
assigned transmission rates that are integer multiples of
where is the link capacity. Thus, a session with transmission
can transmit up to
rate equal to
packets in a frame. The larger the value of parameter
the
greater the flexibility we have in assigning rates to sessions
(but also, as will see, the larger the hardware complexity of
the switch). The frames on the incoming and the outgoing links
of a node will not, in general, be synchronized. We let
be the phase difference between the beginning of the frames
on links and . To preserve frame integrity, we request that
of incoming link and destined
packets arriving in frame
of
for outgoing link are transmitted in the first frame
(Fig. 5).
link that starts after the end of
be the number of incoming links of a node,
We let
be the number
and
and are transmitted
of packets that arrive during frame
of link . The VCD
during the corresponding frame
and therefore, there
protocol guarantees that
to serve all
are always enough slots in outgoing frame
packets that have to be transmitted in it. For this to happen,
however, it is necessary to delay a packet arriving in incoming
until the time of its transmission on outgoing frame
frame
. The required delay can take any value between and
slots, and it can be implemented using
optical
slots, for
delay lines of variable lengths between and
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Fig. 6. We illustrate the output system for a particular outgoing link l0 .
Each delay block can be implemented by a switch and an optical fiber of
appropriate length, as shown in Fig. 7. Depending on the distance between
the arriving and the departing slot of a packet, the state of each delay block
is set so that a packet is delayed until its assigned outgoing slot comes. The
l;l delays are implemented using fibers of appropriate length, and account
for the misalignment between incoming and outgoing frames. Clearly, even
though the frames on the outgoing links of a node can be synchronized, if
desired, this is unrealistic to assume for the incoming links of the node, since
it would require global synchronization and exact knowledge of the lengths
of the links connecting different nodes.

a total fiber length per incoming link equivalent to
slots. For link capacities of the order of 50 Gb/s and ATM cells,
the slot duration is approximately 10 ns, and each kilometer
of fiber can store about 500 cells. For 250-ms frames, we have
and the total length of the fiber per link needed
km, which is clearly
for storage is
excessive. For a design using delay lines to be practical, the
number of delay elements has to be reduced. In what follows,
(as opposed to
we give a construction that uses only
) delay elements per link, with a total fiber length
(as opposed to
).
proportional to
The delay lines that implement the buffering system for a
particular outgoing link are depicted in Fig. 6 for the case
. A -delay block at stage can be in state 0 or 1.
If the block is in state 0, it does not introduce any delay, while
slots. In the
if it is in state 1, it introduces delay equal to
VCD protocol, a packet may have to be delayed by anywhere
slots. Clearly, all delays
between 1 and
in this range can be implemented by appropriately choosing
the states of the delay blocks. Since different packets have to
be delayed by different amounts, the state of a block will, in
general, change at the end of a slot. However, as long as the
arrival pattern on the incoming links remains the same (for
example, if the packets of each session arrive periodically in
the incoming frames and while no new sessions are added), the
sequence of states used will be the same for successive frames.
For the design given in Fig. 6 to work, it is necessary that
two different packets never appear during the same slot at the
output of a stage (see also Fig. 7). To prevent such collisions,
the assignment of incoming slots (packets) to outgoing slots
cannot be arbitrary. In what follows, we present an assignment
method, called the packing rule, which guarantees that no
collisions arise in the system of Fig. 6. We focus on a particular
of an outgoing link . Consider a packet that
frame
of frame
and
arrives in slot
packet destined for outgoing link
assume that it is the
to arrive in
(the integer
will
be referred to as the rank of packet ). Then, according
is assigned to slot
to the packing rule, packet
of the outgoing
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Fig. 7. We illustrate the design of a 2k -delay block. A packet collision may
occur in the case where packet B lags packet A by 2k slots, and packet A
passes through the upper branch (state 0), while packet B passes through the
lower branch (state 1) of the 2k -delay block. We prove in Theorem 1 that if
the packing rule is used to assign packets to outgoing slots, two packets will
never appear at the output of a stage during the same slot.

frame
(Fig. 5). As shown in the following theorem, when
packets are assigned to outgoing slots according to the packing
rule, no collisions occur at the outputs of the delay blocks.
Theorem 1: When the packing rule is followed, two packets
will never appear at the output of a stage during the same slot.
Proof: Clearly, packets arriving on different incoming
links will never collide since they are routed through different
delay lines, and they are assigned to different outgoing slots.
and
that arrive on incoming link
Consider two packets
during slots
and
of the same frame
and they
of outgoing link .
both have to be transmitted in frame
and
be their ranks, and we assume (without loss
We let
. According to the packing rule,
of generality) that
are assigned to outgoing slots
packets and
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least significant bits of the slot in which a packet appears are
identical to the least significant bits of the outgoing slot to
which the packet has been assigned and will finally appear.
we have
for all
(For example, for
which means that after stage 0, packet will always appear at
the output of a stage in an even slot, if its assigned outgoing
is even, and in an odd slot, if
is odd.) For packets
slot
and
to appear during the same output slot of stage
we should have that

which can happen only if

In other words, for packets and
to collide at the output
and
should be
of stage , the least significant bits of
) that
,
identical. This implies (since
. By the
and [in view of (2) and (3)],
,
definition of the rank, we then have that
which means that there should be a delay of at least
slots between the arrivals of and
in the incoming frame
. Since the first
stages reduce this delay by at most
slots, the slots at which packets
and appear at the input of stage will be separated by a
slots. Since stage
distance of at least
cannot introduce delay larger than
slots, it follows that
packets and will not collide at the output of stage .

(2)
V. ANALYSIS
(3)
to collide at the output of
respectively. For packets and
stage 0, they should arrive at successive slots (that is, we
which implies
should have
and
), and
should be delayed by one slot,
should not be delayed at all at stage 0. This cannot
while
and
have been assigned to successive
happen because
which implies that they have
slots in outgoing frame
to be delayed by the same amount, and therefore their delay
and
cannot
at stage 0 must be the same. Thus, packets
collide at the output of stage 0.
We now generalize the previous argument to show that
and
cannot collide at the output of any
packets
. To show this, we let
and
stage
be the binary representations of
and
and
and
be the
and
respectively. We also let
binary representations of
[or
] be the slot, counting from the beginning of frame
at which (or ) is transmitted at the output of stage
and we let
(or
respectively) be its binary representation. Since the delay
is either 0 or
introduced at any subsequent stage
we have that
for
. In other words, at any stage after stage , the
all

FOR THE

MS NETWORK

Beginning with this section, we turn our attention to the
performance analysis of the VCD protocol. We will assume
that the underlying topology is the MS network, which is
a two-connected regular mesh network with unidirectional
communication links. The reason we focus on the MS network
is that it is a natural topology for gigabit networks, since it can
cover a large geographical area with small total fiber length.
Also, because of its regularity and symmetry properties, the
MS network has been analyzed extensively in the literature for
datagram deflection schemes (see, for example, [4], [6]–[8],
[11], [15], [16], [27]). We believe that the results obtained
are characteristic of the performance of the VCD protocol for
other topologies that offer, as the MS network does, a large
number of alternative paths between any source–destination
pair of nodes.
-dimensional wraparound mesh consists of
The
processors arranged along the points of a two-dimensional
pro(2-D) space that have integer coordinates. There are
cessors along the -dimension and processors along the dimension, where and are even numbers. Each processor
has two outgoing links, one horizontal and one vertical. The
horizontal links are directed eastwards on even rows and
westwards on odd rows, while the vertical links are directed
northwards on even columns and southwards on odd columns.
with
Each processor is represented by a pair
and
.
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A. Performance Analysis for a Single Class of Users
In this section, we analyze the performance of the VCD
protocol when the topology is a square MS network, with
nodes along each dimension. We assume that
external session (connection) requests are generated at each
node over an infinite time horizon according to a Poisson
and their destinations are uniformly disprocess of rate
tributed over all nodes of the network. All sessions have rate
equal to one unit, and their holding times are independent and
. The capacity of each
exponentially distributed with mean
units. The units by which link
link is taken to be equal to
capacity and transmission rates are measured is immaterial
can be viewed as the
and is left unspecified. Therefore,
number of sessions that can simultaneously use a link and
if the frame structure of Section IV is used;
is equal to
is expected to be a very large
in multigigabit networks,
number. We also assume that the time required to process
a set-up packet at a node is small, so that the time offset
between the transmission of the set-up packet and the data
packets is negligible, compared to the average holding time of
the session. (Alternatively, we assume that the processing time
of the set-up packet is included in the session’s holding time.)
Since the session rates are equal to one unit and the
uncommitted capacity on a link is always an integer number
of units, sessions do not have to be split, and all packets of
a session arrive at their destination in the correct order. It
is still possible, however, for sessions to be deflected and/or
preempted.
A session using a given link is called an originating session
if is the first link on the session’s path, and a transit session if
is an intermediate link. We similarly distinguish two types of
set-up packets: originating set-up packets, which are emitted
by the source node of a session, and transit set-up packets,
which are emitted by intermediate nodes on the session’s path.
A session that reaches its destination over link is called a
terminating session for link and a set-up packet that reaches
its destination is called a terminating set-up packet. When
both of the outgoing links of a node lie on a shortest path
to the destination, the node is called a don’t care node for that
destination; otherwise, it is called a preference node. Upon its
generation at a source or upon its arrival at an intermediate
node, a set-up packet selects a preferred link according to the
following rule.
Persistent Rule: If the current node is a “don’t care” node,
one of the links is chosen with equal probability as the
preferred one. If the current node is a “preference” node, the
preferred link is the one that lies on the shortest path.
A transit set-up packet attempts to reserve capacity on its
preferred link, preempting if necessary a session originating
at that link. If this is not possible, the session is routed over
the other link of the node, preempting, if necessary, some
session originating on that link. An originating session is
accepted only if there is capacity available on its preferred
link to accommodate it; that is, sessions are never deflected
on their first hop. An originating session that is not accepted
is said to be blocked, and must try to establish a connection
at a later time. A session that is preempted attempts again to
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establish a circuit after a random delay, and if it succeeds,
the transmission of data continues from the point at which
the session was interrupted. Since session holding times are
assumed to be exponentially distributed, the remaining holding
time of a session that has been preempted is again exponentially distributed with the same parameter. Sessions that are
preempted or blocked are randomly mixed back into the input
queues so that the combined process of exogenous and retrial
set-up attempts can be approximated by a Poisson process.
We focus on sessions with destination
and let
[or
] be the average number of additional links that will
be used by a transit (or originating, respectively) set-up packet
whose destination is node
currently located at node
. We let be the probability that an arriving transit set-up
packet fails to reserve the required capacity on its preferred
outgoing link (therefore, such a set-up packet is deflected if
the current node is a preference node). We then have

if

is a don’t care node

if

is a preference node and
is the preferred next node

if

is a don’t care node

if

is a preference node and
is the preferred next node

(4)

and

(5)

and
are the outgoing neighbors of
.
where
. In writing (4)
Also, we clearly have
and (5), we have taken into account that sessions cannot be
deflected in their first hop. If the deflection probability is
known, the preceding equations can be applied iteratively on
and
for all nodes
the MS network to calculate
. The total average number of links used by a session can
then be obtained as
(6)

In what follows, we present an analytical method for calculating the deflection probability .
We distinguish between two types of transit set-up packets
arriving at a node. Transit set-up packets that arrive on a horizontal (or vertical) link and select according to the persistent
rule the horizontal (or vertical) link as their preferred outgoing
link are called straight-through set-up packets. Transit set-up
packets that arrive on a horizontal (or vertical) link and select
according to the persistent rule the vertical (or horizontal) link
as their preferred outgoing link are called bend set-up packets.
be the average number of additional nodes
We let
will
at which a transit set-up packet currently at node
have a straight-through horizontal preference until it reaches
. Using the symmetry of the MS
its destination node
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network, we have
if

is a don’t care node

if

is the preferred next node

if

is the preferred next node

(7)

and
are the horizontal and vertical neighwhere
, respectively. Also, we clearly have
.
bors of
If the deflection probability is known, the preceding equation
can be applied iteratively on the MS network to calculate
for all nodes
. The average probability of a
straight-through preference can then be obtained as

Q^

where

Fig. 8. The auxiliary system
has four groups of servers, each having
m servers. There is no waiting space in the system. Originating, transit,
and terminating customers arrive according to a Poisson process with input
rates 31 ; 23 ; and 33 ; respectively. Transit customers have a straight-through
preference with probability ; and have preemptive priority over originating
customers, as explained in the text. Originating customers, if admitted, use a
server for an exponential amount of time with parameter , or until they are
preempted. Transit and terminating customers, if admitted, use a server for an
exponential amount of time with parameter  .

2

if

is a don’t care node

if

is the preferred next node

if

is the preferred next node

(8)

and
are the horizontal and vertical
where
, respectively.
neighbors of
We denote by the probability that an originating session
(either new or reattempting due to blocking or preemption)
the probability that a session is interis blocked, and by
rupted (preempted) before it is completed. We assume that
the retransmissions of sessions that are blocked or preempted
are sufficiently randomized so that the total arrival rate of
originating sessions requesting a particular outgoing link of a
node is a Poisson process with rate
(9)
in the preceding expression accounts for the
The factor
probability that a session selects one of the two outgoing links
of its source for its first hop. Since the average number of
intermediate links (excluding the first link) used by a session
the average rate with which transit set-up
is equal to
packets are emitted on a link is equal to
(10)
Also, the average rate with which terminating set-up packets
.
arrive at a node is
We say that a node is in state

if there are
(or
) sessions terminating over its horizontal
(or
) sessions
(vertical, respectively) incoming link,
originating on its horizontal (vertical, respectively) outgoing
(or
) transit sessions arriving over the horizontal
link,
(or vertical) incoming link and leaving over the horizontal (or
(or
) transit
vertical, respectively) outgoing link, and

+

sessions arriving over the horizontal (or vertical) incoming
link and leaving over the vertical (or horizontal, respectively)
outgoing link (Fig. 8). The set of feasible states is

We also let
be the steady-state probability that a node
is in state .
as the stationary distribution of
We will approximate
defined as follows (see also Fig. 8). The
an auxiliary system
, and
system has four groups of servers (labeled
), each of which has
identical servers and no waiting
and
will be referred to as incoming
space. The groups
and
will be referred to as
groups, while the groups
and
outgoing groups of servers. We also refer to groups
as groups of the top level, and to groups
and
as groups
of the bottom level. There are three types of customers, to be
referred to as originating, transit, and terminating customers.
Originating customers arrive at each outgoing group of servers
( or ) according to a Poisson process with rate . Transit
and terminating customers arrive at each incoming group of
or
) according to a Poisson process with rates
servers (
and
respectively. Originating, transit, or terminating
customers that find all servers in the group at which they arrive
busy are dropped, never to appear again. An originating or
terminating customer that is not dropped obtains one server in
the group at which he arrives. A transit customer that arrives in
or ) obtains one server in the group
an incoming group (
of servers at which he arrives, and obtains an additional server
or
), in the following
in one of the outgoing groups (
way. The transit customer selects one of the outgoing groups
as its preferred outgoing group. The preferred outgoing group
the outgoing group that is at the same
is with probability
level (top or bottom) with the incoming group at which he
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arrived, and with probability
it is the outgoing group
that is at the other level from the incoming group at which he
arrived. The transit customer then tries to obtain a server in
or
). Transit customers
its preferred outgoing group (
have preemptive priority over originating customers in
and
. That is, a transit customer that finds its preferred
outgoing group of servers busy, can preempt an originating
customer in that group. If all servers in that group are busy
serving transit customers, it tries to obtain a server in the
nonpreferred group, preempting if necessary an originating
session in that group. Once a transit customer is accepted in
or
it is guaranteed to always find a server in
or
given the above preemption rule. Originating customers
that are accepted in the system use a server for an exponential
, unless they are preempted
amount of time with mean
before the completion of their service. Transit and terminating
customers that are accepted in the system leave the system
after an exponential amount of time with mean
where the parameter is taken to be the “probabilistic rate” at
which a transit session is preempted due to arrivals of set-up
packets at its source, and will be defined precisely later. We
at which transit set-up packets are
also ask that the rate
emitted on a link of the MS network is the same with the rate
and the
at which transit customers are accepted in system
rate at which terminating packets are received at an incoming
link of the MS network is the same with the rate at which
terminating customers are accepted in system . For this to
and
where
hold, we should have

The probability that a session attempting to establish a connection is blocked at its first hop is
(11)
We define the deflection probability as the probability that a
transit set-up packet fails to reserve capacity on its preferred
link (such a packet is deflected if the current node is a
we focus on a transit setpreference node). To determine
up packet arriving over the horizontal link (the case where
a set-up packet arrives over a vertical link is symmetric).
When such a packet arrives, the node cannot be in a state
with
because the total incoming
rate at that horizontal link (excluding the new session) has
to be less than . We assume that an arriving transit set-up
packet finds a node in a typical state, except for states where
. Under this approximating assumption,
the probability that a transit set-up packet fails to reserve
capacity on its preferred link is given by

(12)

preference and finds all the capacity in its preferred outgoing
link occupied by transit sessions. To find the probabilistic rate
at which a particular transit session is preempted due to
arrivals of set-up packets at its source, we focus at the source
and assume (without loss of generality) that the
node of
session’s first hop is over a horizontal link. We then have

(13)

The first term in the product of (13) is the effective rate
at which transit set-up packets arrive at the source of
over an incoming link. The term within the brackets accounts
for the probability with which set-up packets preempt session
. In particular, the first (or second) term in the summation accounts for preemptions of by transit set-up packets
arriving over the horizontal link with a straight-through (or
bend, respectively) preference. The third (or fourth) term in
the summation accounts for preemptions of by transit setup packets arriving over the vertical link with a bend (or
straight-through, respectively) preference. Each term in the
summation within the brackets is equal to the probability of
a particular (straight-through or bend) preference, multiplied
with the probability that the set-up packet finds the node at a
has to be preempted (conditional
state where a session in
, since we know that originates at
), and
on that
that is the particular
multiplied with the probability
(among the
originating sessions) to be
session in
preempted.
that a session
that
We now calculate the probability
has been accepted is preempted before it is completed. While
is in service, transit set-up packets arriving at its source
preempt it with rate . Since the rate at which is preempted
is and the rate at which it is normally terminated is
can be approximated as
(14)

The first (or second) term in (12) accounts for the case where
the set-up packet has a straight-through (or bend, respectively)

When a session that is preempted reestablishes a connection
and resumes service, it does so from the point at which it
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was interrupted, and its remaining time is still exponentially
.
distributed with mean
for all states
To calculate the steady-state probabilities
we write down the global balance equations of the
Markov chain that corresponds to the auxiliary system . If
and are known, then the global
the parameters
balance equations together with the equation
(15)
give the steady-state probabilities. These parameters, however,
depend on the values of the steady-state probabilities. Equations (5)–(15), together with the global balance equations, give
a system of equations that can be solved by using the method
of successive approximations. The following section presents
the results that we obtained.
VI. ANALYTICAL

AND

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present our results on the throughput, the
average path length, and other performance parameters of interest for the VCD protocol in an MS network topology. These
results were obtained by solving numerically the analytical
expressions given in Section V, and using simulations.
To verify the accuracy of our analysis, we modeled the
network using a discrete event simulator written in
and we compare our analytical results with the corresponding simulation results. In the simulation, new sessions are
generated and placed in an event queue (ordered in time)
such that the arrival rate of new sessions to each node is
Poisson distributed, and the session durations are exponentially
. Sessions that are
distributed with unit mean
blocked or preempted are randomly assigned a new arrival
) and
time (according to a Poisson distribution with rate
inserted back into the event queue. This mechanism is used
so that the combined process of exogenous and retrial set-up
attempts can still be approximated by a Poisson process. Since
the time offset between the transmission of the set-up packet
and the data packets is assumed to be negligible compared to
the average holding time of the session (see Section V-A), the
set-up phase is instantaneous in the simulation. To calculate
the statistics, we averaged the data within bins, where each
bin corresponds to 50 000 sessions terminating normally; we
discarded the data from the first bin to remove the transient
effects. For each simulation point, data was collected and
averaged in five bins (or 250 000 terminated sessions); we
found the average statistics between bins had converged to
within 1%.
A natural measure of the performance of the VCD protocol
defined as the ratio
is the inefficiency ratio
(16)
taken by a session for a given
of the average path length
of the
arrival rate over the average shortest-path length
MS network topology. The inefficiency ratio characterizes the
effectiveness with which the VCD protocol uses the network
capacity for a given network load. In Fig. 9, we illustrate
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as a function of the external arrival rate
(measured
6 MS
in sessions per node per unit of time), for a 6
and
. We also
network, and link capacities
at a preference node,
illustrate the deflection probability
and the blocking probability
the preemption probability
. We define the stable region as the operating region where
the connection request queue remains finite; stability is not
and it is possible to have considerably
directly related to
less than one and still be in the unstable region. The results
in Fig. 10, and the analytical model of Section V, assume
that the network is operating in the stable region, and that
all sessions generated are eventually served (possibly after
being blocked or preempted and reattempting several times).
This was confirmed by our simulations which showed that
an average of 50 000 sessions were generated and completed
per bin in the stable region. Note that as the external arrival
is the first of
rate increases, the preemption probability
these probabilities to approach one. We let
be the maximum stable external arrival rate for a given link
capacity . As shown in Fig. 9, increasing the capacity by a
to
) increases the maximum
factor of two (from
by more than a factor of two, indicating
throughput
the more efficient is the
that the larger the link capacity
operation of the VCD protocol.
To obtain a necessary condition for stability, note that
external session requests are generated in the network at a
sessions per unit of time, and each of them
total rate of
links for an average duration equal
uses on the average
. Since the total network capacity is
a necessary
to
condition for stability is

or equivalently
(17)
In order to investigate the behavior of the network in
per
the unstable region, where the external arrival rate
node is larger than what the network can sustain, we rely
on simulations. Fig. 10 illustrates simulation results for the
various parameters of interest for values of in the stable and
unstable regions. The horizontal axis is the normalized arrival
so that the curves corresponding
rate per unit of capacity
to different values of can appear on the same plot. Note that
the preemption probability increases monotonically with
approaching one, while the parameters
and
increase with
but eventually reach a plateau. The
network load at which the plateau is reached coincides with
becomes
the load at which the preemption probability
close to one, and the network is in the unstable region. This
indicates that at heavy traffic load, session preemptions act as a
“built-in” flow-control mechanism that prevents the deflection
probability and the average path length from increasing beyond
some point, and limits the blocking probability by freeing
capacity that can be used by new sessions. The increase in
increases is evident
efficiency of the VCD protocol when
take when
is large.
from the lower values that and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. We illustrate the blocking probability B; the preemption probability E; the deflection probability p; and the inefficiency ratio (); as a function
of the external arrival rate per node ; for a 6
6 MS network with capacities m = 1 and m = 2.

2

For example, for
the deflection probability
is
always less than 0.015 [Fig. 10(c)] and the lengths of the paths
taken are on the average within 5% from the shortest path
length [Fig. 10(d)], for any value of the external arrival rate .
Increasing also increases the number of delay lines required
if the implementation
for buffering (this increase goes as
of Section IV is used).
Since a preempted session continues from the point from
which it was interrupted when its transmission resumes, there
is no penalty for preempting a session (except for the fairness
problem); a waste, however, of resources occurs whenever
a session is deflected. This explains the efficiency of the
approaches one. The
VCD protocol at heavy loads, where
dashed line in Fig. 10(d) illustrates the necessary condition
for stability as given by (17): points to the right of this curve
correspond to unstable operation, that is, to session departure
rates that are smaller than the external arrival rates. In the
unstable region, originating sessions will preempt existing
sessions to find adequate capacity for transmission. These
newly accepted sessions will in turn quickly be preempted

by arriving sessions (either new or reattempting), as the cycle
continues. This behavior of cyclic preemption in the unstable
region will delay the completion of sessions, as sessions will
have to retry many times before completing normally, and
some sessions may never be completed. Note that for large
the load
at which the VCD protocol becomes
unstable is very close to the limits of the stability region [as
given by the necessary condition of (17)].
Borgonovo et al. [4] used simulations to analyze an unslotted deflection scheme with cut-through routing. The results
are similar to the
that we obtained for the case
(note that the results in
results obtained in [4] for
[4] are given in terms of throughput versus offered traffic,
and blocked packets do not retry to enter the network). This
was expected, because if we view a packet of variable length
in [4] as representing a whole session (this corresponds to
in [4]), and we assume that all sessions have rates
equal to the link capacity, so that sharing of links by multiple
in the
sessions cannot happen (this corresponds to
VCD protocol), the efficiency with which the two protocols
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10. We illustrate simulation results for the blocking probability B; the preemption probability E; the deflection probability p; and the inefficiency
ratio (); as a function of =m for an 8
8 MS network, and several values of m. The dashed lines correspond to the stability boundary; points
to the left of the boundary correspond to stable operation, and points to the right of the boundary correspond to unstable operation. The second (upper)
dashed line in (d) corresponds to the necessary condition on stability given by (17).

2

use capacity should be similar. The analogy between the two
. The preemption and the
cases, however, is lost when
splitting of sessions, which are necessary for the VCD protocol
to work, play no role in the unslotted deflection scheme, where
deflections happen on a per packet basis, and each packet can
be fully buffered at a node.
The results presented in Figs. 9 and 10 assume that there
is no constraint on the lengths of the paths taken by the
sessions. To reduce the waste of resources that arises when
sessions follow very long paths, it is reasonable to impose
an upper bound on the path lengths that are allowed. Fig. 11
illustrates the simulation results obtained for the case where
the length of the path followed by a session is restricted to be
at most times the shortest distance between the source and
the destination of the session (here, sessions that violate this
condition are dropped and scheduled to retry at a later time).
the improvement in efficiency
Note that for a given load
obtained by using such a rule is significant, especially when
is small.

In certain deflection schemes the throughput does not increase monotonically with the rate at which nodes attempt to
establish a connection, but it starts decreasing (slightly) after
some point. To see whether this is also the case for the VCD
protocol, we have plotted in Fig. 12 the normalized throughput; that is, the average number of sessions per node per
unit of time that terminate normally. Note that the throughput
increases with attempt rate until it reaches a plateau, so that
no additional flow-control mechanism is necessary (at least
not for performance reasons). This is because in the VCD
protocol, preemptions actually have a positive influence on
network efficiency by keeping the probability of deflections
low. Using arguments similar to those used to determine
the stability condition, an upper bound on the maximum
normalized throughput is given by
.
the normalized throughput is not
For small values of
the normalized throughput
particularly satisfactory (for
is only 35% of the upper bound), but it increases rapidly as
increases. The linear increase in link capacity
corresponds
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to a better-than-linear increase in the throughput (for
the maximum throughput is nearly 80% of the upper bound),
indicating that the VCD protocol becomes more efficient as
increases.

VII. CONCLUSION
The virtual circuit deflection protocol presented in this paper
compares favorably to wait-for-reservation and backpressurebased protocols, since it can provide lossless communication
with little buffering at the switches and little pretransmission delay. The VCD protocol is a hybrid of virtual circuit
switching and deflection routing, combining some of their
individual advantages. The VCD protocol alleviates to a large
extent the resequencing problem associated with datagram
deflection schemes. Also, its small buffer requirements make
it particularly appropriate for multigigabit networks that use
optical switching, as the simple design given in Section
IV indicates. We have presented analytical and simulation
results on the throughput, the average path length, and other
performance parameters of interest for the VCD protocol in an
MS network. We believe that the results obtained are indicative
of the performance of the protocol for other topologies of
interest (provided that they offer a large number of alternative
paths for a given source–destination pair), and they indicate
that the VCD protocol is a viable connection and flow-control
protocol for multigigabit and general data networks.

(a)
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